
Additional Resources 
about Anti-Racism

• 10 Keys to Everyday Anti-Racism: https://
greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/
ten_keys_to_everyday_anti_racism

• ELCA Anti-Racism Pledge:  
https://elca.org/racialjusticepledge

• Anti-Racism Resource Guide for All:  
https://bit.ly/3isqiLo 

• The Anti-Racist Starter Pack: 40 TV 
Series, Documentaries, Movies, TED 
Talks, and Books to Add to Your List: 
https://bit.ly/3w4gP0I 

• 21-Day Racial Equity Challenge Resource 
List: https://bit.ly/2TS913V

As the four Aurora ELCA churches journey 
together, one of the topics we’ve chosen to 
study is anti-racism. Many people say things 
like, “I’m not racist. To me, all people are the 
same.” When confronted with the slogan “Black 
lives matter,” they may say, “All lives matter.” 
As we undertake a journey toward inclusion 
and equity, we have to think about how we 
can become anti-racist rather than simply “not 
racist.” 

Many people define racism as something that 
is very direct. They think, “I wouldn’t join a hate 
group! I wouldn’t call someone a name based on 
their race.” But racism can be much more subtle. 
Imagine walking down the street and seeing 
a person of color and clutching your purse a 
little tighter. Or listening to a family member 
saying racist things and not stopping them. 
Maybe you’ve laughed at a racist joke because 
everyone else was laughing. These things may 
seem small. But when many people do these 
things, racism becomes part of an organization, 
community, or culture.

Racism is much larger than racist individuals. 
For example, a school with students of color 
may have less funding, fewer materials, and 
more crowded classrooms than a school 
in a white neighborhood. This means that 
white students have an advantage that will 
follow them their entire lives. There are many 
inequities based on race: pay for equal jobs, 
health care and education, housing, even in how 
long people live. 

None of us is born racist or anti-racist. To be anti-
racist, we must make choices that may require a 
lot of self-awareness and self-reflection. Being 
anti-racist requires choices that do not lead to 
one group becoming more powerful than others. 
Being racist or anti-racist is not about who you 
are—it’s about what you do.

The ELCA has developed an anti-racism pledge. 
As a church, we are called to confess the sin 
of racism, condemn the ideology of white 
supremacy, and strive for racial justice and 
peace. We are called to act and to response 
to injustices. Read here: https://elca.org/
racialjusticepledge. And commit to become an 
anti-racist individual in an anti-racist church.

What Does It Mean to 
Be Anti-Racist?

“To be antiracist is a radical choice in the face of history.”  
—Ibram Kendi
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